


Sadly, mastering Facebook Ads
Manager alone will not bring you
success. 

It would be like trying to learn to
play the guitar with only one string.



We believe that Facebook
Marketing Success needs a 

Six-String Approach.



#4: What Budget do I need?
Is a very common question! 
Facebook Ad "gurus" will probably start
spouting acronyms like ROAS.
STOP - only you know your business 

 How do I do that Graham? 
I hear you say!  Keep swiping...



How much can YOU afford?

How much of your margin are
you willing to invest to get

more business?

..or to be more accurate, how much
margin are you willing to invest to
acquire a NEW lead, sale, customer,
client engagement.
How and when you're business makes a
profit are key -but the concept is the
same question.



Single Product Example

Sell your product for £100
Cost of Sale = £40
Margin= £60

Willing to invest 10%  = £6.00
Willing to invest 30%  = £18.00

What % of your margin are you willing 
to invest to gain another £100 Sale?



eCommerce -Think CUSTOMERS

First-order (New customer) = £30
Cost of Sale = £15
Margin = £15
Typical Customer ORDERS 3 times.
Customer Margin = £15 X 3= £45

 The thinking switches from SALES to
CUSTOMERS.
So the maths is more like:

The % willing to invest (say 20%) 
may be the same but the £p
investment expands from 

£3.00 to £9.00 in this example



B2B Complex Lead to Sale
The base logic is still the same, however,
with solution type sales the sales values
and margins are typically high. 
For example - £20,000 + and 50%+.
However, the lead to sale journey is
complex with marketing and sales
funnels (MQL /SQL) so will need some
extra maths!
A recent example of a Cybersecurity
solution still showed (after MQL/SQL)
that the client could invest up to £87.00
to create the initial LEAD. 



We go deeper and give more
free tips on String #5
"How to get creative..."

Coming soon... 


